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日付 時間（天気） 下足 上履き 総数 下足割合
朝の観察時間（晴れ） 81 465 546 14.8%
昼の観察時間（晴れ） 49 227 276 17.8%
朝の観察時間（晴れ） 92 539 631 14.6%
































































































































7） Haley KJ and Fessler DMT：Nobody’s watching?: Subtle cues affect generosity in an anonymous economic 
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Abstract
　The purpose of this study was to explain how a poster which evokes the gaze of others influences social nuisances. 
This study intervened by posting a poster for a social nuisance of the rule violation for the “Street foot ware ban 
in Univ. buildings” in Kawasaki University of Medical Welfare. The setting of the poster on which the picture of 
eyes was drawn was for two weeks in a predetermined position of the university. The observation place was the 
place where the students who entered the university from the outside were seen a lot. The observation recorded 
the number of students who passed through in the observation place and the number of the students who wore 
street shoes among them. As a result of comparing the difference of “street foot ware” rate before and after the 
poster intervention, there was no change in percentage of “street foot ware” in the observation time in the morning. 
However, the percentage of “street foot ware” decreased after the poster intervention in the afternoon observation 
time. The present result suggested that the poster which evokes the gaze of others affects social nuisances.
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